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I.. OF3J ECTN'ES
The long range objective of this project, as described in the
Statement: of Work (Article I, JPL Cmitr.act fro. 9.52. 92) is to
conduct a. study of theory and techniques applicable to the design,
analysis and fault diagnosis of reliable ,spacecraft data systems.
In accomplishing this effort, the investigation will "be. concerned with
the follovAng problems:
(A)	 Design and analysis of redundant combinational and sequential
networks. This shall include the development of mathematical
models for the study of temporary and permanent faults in.
switching networks, the results having application to the design
of ultrareliable subsystems of'the type. prevalent i.n existing
science data systems such as counters, seq^ience generators
for timing and encoding, analog--to-digital converters and
scratclipad memories. Explore- in detail'errors which result
from permanent malfunctions of. memory in -sequential switching 	 .
systems.
(B) Fault diam^osis of redunda^:t ,sy.stenls at both the component andt:p
subsystem level. This shall include investigating the problem
of specifying test and' checkout* procedures for: systems in which
Cie reliability has been enhanced using redundancy techniques
which mask internal faults.. Specific areas to be investigated
shall include::
I
1( i) Development of efficient diagnostic ahgorilhms for
sequential switching networks v. ,hich contain redundancy.
(ii) Development of theory and tec:hniduus for determining
test - paint .tilc ► Catioll in oi . cler to reduce the time
(relative to input/output testing) needed to isolal.c and
locate faults.
Investigate questions relating to lion. a data system should
be ongani zed to U: St fac• iIitate both pre-flight and ill -
flivl^t fal^lt cii,igilosis.
•^A ^ r	 —	
arm	 _ _	 r.	 -.^.-- J'	 r	 .'r •+.^ ..r.r... s	 . _ ^ _ ._ .^
H. PEPSONNEL
The princip 'A inveati(<<tor oil the project is Proft'ESor John F.
Meyer, Department of Electrical ll inecrinur
 and Dupartine it of
Computer and Communication Science 's the University of Michiz;6111.
Three Research Assistants; Mr. F. Gail Gray, Mr. John R. l;inkcl,
and Mr. lioumin (Kell) Ych have been Nvorl:iil„ one-half tune on the
project during the bast quarter.
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M. SUMMARY OF TEC1iNICAL STATUS
Durin(; the past (Iu,lrter, ,vestigatioils have continued with
regard to the follov.1 fir; three problems:
1) Perm,uicnt niemory faults
2) Fault nulskim" in combinational networks, and
3) F .1111 t clislt;no;;i:;.
The tecimjc-ai status of ellcli of thef;e investigations is sulnm.lrized
bricf;.y in the paragraphs i1^,1t folloNv. Also included is a discussion
of p14, 11med efforts for the next civartui-. A detailed technical report
o11 each of these studies is cont,lined i,, the body of this report
("ection IV) .
Per m,anent h Cllloi^^ r ^.11l t5
The purpose of this invc, :Ai;;",tior, is to study perrr,,:110111, mc1,1ory
f,1t11ts ill sequential switc-Mil ; sy5telns'111d, 111 p,lrticU1,11 • , the 1'Ch1tioll-
slip between such fulilts and Ilse resultin g system behavior. One of
the primary ,1pplications of this knc NvIedge is the design of fault-11
tolerant switelun^; sy:steln.;. 111 acl,iitic ► n to ohtrlini»ir :;yntllesis ,^l o^.•i-
t.hms, I fulid,lmc^nt^11 qucstiun which underlies the study is Nvliether
certain types of finite-st',!te behavior are i,lhercntly less stisceptiblo
to 1r^u)i)c,A. V ;,cult
	
th,t,i
The study is bascd on a 11l,1chine-theoretic mo,ic,.l vv11;.-rein the
resuli of ,c peril-1,1m'nt f:1111t i11 nie11iory i;; formillated ill tcrins o. ,;
I
I
I
i
I
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sequential machine hl t) ► .;t repret,-cllts the f.tult-free sequential
Switching systelr. an(t .1 functio.l p oil ill(,- stateri of Nl that refire eats
the faii1t. I'll(! result of the fau lst- iS then represented by a second
Machine A7 11 a ppropr iate ly delcl-l -a i nod by 10 alld p.	 111 the recorld
quarterly progress report (QP11 2) it was shown that .i succession or
such fault., call b;; rel;arded, alternatively, are some :;illalc) fault Nvhich
is sinll,ly the composition of fl1C faul t-s in the succession. With r egard
to the Nult- lrlasldw" problem.several forn-gal noti ins of masking wcre
intrec'uccd, compared, and investigated with respect to propertics
that imply or are implicci by a certain type of masking . Finally,
a :special cla ;s of f.iults cal'.ed
	
faults was introduced ar,d «n
inveStiv.ltion of its Drop: rties w.ts initiated.
During tl ►c pa.-,A quarter we hive continued the invese d •ition of
the class of st,lble faults rehitive to its natural partial c,i•clenn';.
Applying; the propertics of this ordcrin„ to the pl • oblem of Q-lnashirl;
stable f.lults we are able to :show that whenever two s;:able, Comnluthify
faults are to be Q-masked, tllc^ir combination must .also be Q-rll.lsked.
The problem of designint; fault-^toleralit sequential .networks
is then considered in terms of Q-lnaskin;; stuck-at lault:; ill statc-
.assigned secluent:.11 machines. After establi;^hinl; ccrt.lill facts
about i.::c class of stud:-at Jaults, the main thcorem is stated .in d
proved, immely: liven .uo y reduced machine TO , (h".villzi two or more
st..^1 ^s) it is imposs i l,le to (10 0 11 .^ state - .1.S.^it;nccl a• c:llir.^tion AZ of
I
L
i%l' such t11at till ain,r)e stuck-;it 0 (or Much. -at 1) faults ;11e
Q- ina sked.
During the next claarter we will continue F:tudy of the Synthesis
problem relative to l f^Rs rcwtrictive types of fault rnt:sl{ink;. III
particular v;c wish to iii\%. Ulgatc Q- ma , kiln;, \vlwrc Q o i^; a tom-
i
pletc sub;,et of Q, ,in(l {d o} -nnafildn'; or v. , 11;;t we have called "initial-	 i
l
state" mashing
Fault INInskinn in Con-ibimt iondal Nct\vorks
The purpc).;e of ibis ij,vesti^tttio,j is to formalize the concepts
of feu 1 +
 n^a ,l{in;;, cletectioi^, locatio^i, ;l»cl ciinbnosi s .
 as applied to
combillation::l networks in a way that will allow efficient amllyisis
and ec onemic ;;l ;;yntl^esi^; of i • ecit^ncla^^t, (atilt tolerant Svvitchi»,
net y;, orks. It is expected th.tt flllidallicntC 1 relationships hctween
fault
	 and fault location as Avell as ;nly fuiuiallicnt"d hiili-
tatiolls of tlicsc mcthods will be revc;lled by this Study.
In QPR 2, a model v, as proposed to describe the above concepts.
Also, l)a:Sic thUOYc:ms NVcrc developed to test fur the l)resonce of
sino-le masked faults and to e numer ate the numbor of singic masked
f;lult:s in a ;systel;.i. Durin g
 the p:t;;t quarter, de"velopnient Nvork oil
a ,1^:,i.ematic anal_,► ,is procedure inr.urpor;din;; these curlier Moore-
tic-:11 result's was completed. '1110 ),umhci • of C01111AuLttion;1l steps
required grow:s,	 witll circuit par;ulieters. 'll:_^ degree
of fault cvtskin f; in classic .redunclanry ,cloches enn be npily
demonstrated by thi ah;orithm ;wcomlrinicd by the tl,00ry ill
sect io n 2 of the second du„ rterly progress repurt.
A vtuu ^ is planned for the lnu• pose of f inciing answers to the
follov;1ng t;ynthesis questions:
(1) Given a fLUTUO11 t;, v.,hat is the most reliable means
for implementing it?
	
fart of the problem ulldei•	 I
consideration is to discover good rational lcriteria
for reliablc operation.
(2) '►'hat hinds of function;,, if ;illy, can he realized more
relk-dAy th,1n others?
A study of fault location will also Ing-in in the next, quarter.
Fault Diagnosis of Scdu:, nt:al. M,,chiMI s and Networks
A study of the problem of designing t-w(uenti""l In"Ieliires with
t;iult d tectinr; capabilities was initiated in ^^l ► lt 2, het;innillt; v., ith a
cLissification of machines according to some m,ichine^-theoretic
prop%,-, 1rtics p0. rtilient to the design of i:;ult detectingr experin;ents.
This permitted identification of classes of machines ILUVirit; short
clistinguisliin;; ; egtic jjees. t,Teeessary slid ;sufficient conditions for
the existelice of a repeated symbol distingui:Ahin'r se(plence and a
hound 01) its leligth were also obtained. Bafx d o.l these conditior)s,
methods ,01 , Constructing .5eC1uelitial m,'IChilles with such distil;t;uiShinz;
Sequences were developed.
r
t
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1	 llcirin^ tlu. Fast cluartcr 1 1 farther propertie.- cliai•.Icterizillt;
definitely di.Ignosable machines have bccii obtained. The c1;ISS of
reduced linear inachines hits been found to b, a subclass of defilitely
diagnosable machinos. Neces^;ary and sufficient conditions for a
secluerlc• , generator to be mininmIly dia(mo sable have been obtained
based on tivc k-equivalence part itions of Ilie state set of a machine.
A study of dia(mosis in redcimlant comb:witional networks was
also initiated this past quarter. Our first effort is to formalize the
concept of p"Ali Sensitixin"'. v"hic-h h,ts beeli widely impler ►lented for
diagnosing combimational networks. The construction of a network
graph appropriate for the study of path sensitizing has been intro-
	
t	 dLICCd. The 1-10tion;i of )XIM scllsitizin g "1n6 Mode sensitizin g on a
nets,-urk graph are then formally defined.	 A condition for , I
 nude to have a semsitized p.aill pissing through it lwts been
obtained.
During the noxt. quarter ; we will bai;in explorin g the possibility
of applying tho "scnsiti.zin;; tec liilique to (Ithi ;nosis of rc(luil i.Ilit
Combination al nets; orl-S. Problems such 'Is test poi-,it allocation and
addition of control inputs for path Sensitizing Will be Studied.
it
IV. FLCi-INICAL PROGRESS 11EPORT
The followil" is a tcchllical l^rogres:> 1 • c^i^urt o11 t11e ><•eseai ch
activity of the 1)a-.?t quarter. Inve: ti(rj',:tic1 1 1 s (l:lrillo tllis period v.•erc
concerned with t1 ►e three problem :areas summarized in rcction lll:
f,Iult III,,, illt; ill combinational1)	 pert iancI1t mrUmory faults, 2)
nct ,^^, ork.s and 3)	 f,"ult dial;Ila: is.
As :11 QPR 2, the report omits, for the most part, detailed
e^;zlllples and	 of tlleorcll^s. This is clone ill t11c illtcrest 
of
pro^iclin^ a More cohesive discu-S-Siol l of collccpt!:;
	 ('111d
more co:11n1cntary re g arding 1110tiviltion and inte)•pretation. Proofs
Za 1:ci c::2111p1rs t^, hlcll jr L, O111itte(i will Ue inch"
10d ill the first ^1n i1tt:11
report.
The fulloNiji11g convention h l,'s lice" adOl^tecl, 1)"0."111111 i^ , Nt ith this
report: Theorc111 2/1. 12 denotes Theorem 12 of the first section c)f
the second quarterly prO(ress report. The s11 a_11 is clllittecl fro"'
references to statements N ithin t11e ct1r1'cnt report.
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1. PER T14ANENT I1 E .O11Y ]^ AULTS
The purpose of tl ► is inve::ti9atiun is to study pern-vancilt memory
fault:in scquentic^l ;^;vitc 11i^l0 systems anal, ill particul'ur, the rela-
tlonship between ^iti ch fstul+ s and the resll ltinU system ):!11' for.
Z'he ilIN estigati.on reported oil lie rc i:, ^i coilti>>uatioil of that reported
on ill Q13R 2 'Inc, N;,e begin with ,, more thorough Study of the class of
stable faults.
Stable F"'MUS
If A2  is n sequential m^+•c:lli>>c with ,Aat.es, Q, let SO denote the
set of all stable fault: of 1\1 Wof. ?./1. 1.5) . When IQ I > 3, it is
h. own that S((:) i:, not closed undc.: coinposlti.on, th.it is, tllr.re are
stable Ludts 11 	 such th"it )'• p, is not stable. T1111S, for example
(cf. hx. ?.,/1. 2), if	 _ {0, 1, 21,	 0, 0, 2) arld y = (0, 1, 1), we
have y•'t :- (0, 0, 1) ;vllic11 is rlot.stable. A necessary .lncl sufficient
com-lition for the composition of stable faults to b` stable is Ui^^e 11 by
the follo;vi.n”. theorem.
Theorem 1. 1
If il, y c S(Q) thr.n
S(Q) ifi	 ') , for g ill cl c ^? (7'• t^.) - ^,? (I^)
(	 i:^ tllc cduiv , llcnc:c relation induced by 'j )
Note tint 'hhcoreln 2/1. 13 of the previOM; report follo;,'s as a
eoroll:u• y of '.l ,hcorel;l I. 1 for if ?, call follow 1). then, by definition,
I
J
'	 - ...N....J .. ^.n	 . ..V^i/ ... .w• . ^ . _rte • . l	 . .	 .^	 -.
11
^? (^'• 1^) _ 6? (11) . I11 this	 au)ct the colldil ion of
Theorem 1. 1 is vacuou:;ly stltisficd.
We also wish to investigate the structure of the partially ordered
set (S(Q), <) ill 	 detail (Def. 2,11. 6). One observes fir.,A of all
that S(() is a l.;ttice only ill the trivial case when 'Q I = 1. Moreover,
S(n) is a ll upj)-n 1' semilattice only if !n I < 2. If 10, I > 2, then S(O,
is neither an upper nor a lmver sciml,, :itice. Nevertholess, greatest
lower houll(ls (z;. 1. b. 1 5) t11)(1 least u pper bouilds (1. u, b. 's) c10 exist for
certain pairs {,l, y} a11c1 all iniportailt special ca..e is given by the
folloNvini; theorem.
Theorem 1.2
f	
if y• µ = 1J. - y = X tholl g. l., h. f t^, )'} r	 A^orcovcr,
( -I cle llotes 1. U. b (jc,il l) in the lattice of eciuivalonce rol'itiolls oil u^}
Thus stable faults which commute have a ,;reatest loti or bound
eou.il to their Composition. Moreover, this boan(I c<<n be determined
directly. Theorem 1. 2 can be applied to obtain yet another cb^^r^ic-
terization of commuting stable faults. (See Theorem 2/1. 14; as
some of the conditions of this theorem were incorrectly state(l, we
restate then here. )
Theorem 1.3
If ^^, '}^ c S((-,)) the followi.11". statel))ents are equivalent:
C
r12
i) y • 11 :z u• y.
C	 and C:
lil)	 )'• ^l, '!. y E S(Q), :1110 ^1• y. 11 = 1'•'f') .
i v) Y• ^^, '^.• y c S(Q) , ^•• Il < j:, y a11c1 ^^ • y ` ^^., y.
v) y. ^^, µ• c S(Q) su1d^? .(µ) (I (`(;) is a ;yet of distinct
reprosentatives for th, equivalence relationµ +
Theorem 1. 2 also finds import',ult C1pplication to the problem
of Q-nlaakint; stable fa111ts. A.-ppcalin g to tl:e Charactcrization of
stable Q-nlaskod faults givcn by Theorem 2,"1. 15, we obtain the
follo.. , ino; reSL11t.
Theorem 1.4
If M is a )n.wlline Nvith States Q to dl It, y., are sts:'^le, Q--masked
faults of Ai such that )-• I L = p . )' : X then X must bo Q-111asked.
Proof
Lot _ denote the rehition of -.tate cduivalence for M. Then by
hypothesis and Theorem 2%1. 15 Nve :.a;7c
C = and == C= _.
Hence, in the lattice of equivalence reit,,tions on Q,
F == C =.
Bui, by Theorem 1. 2
9
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t
	 and so c	 Applying Theorem 2 /1. 1 once .tt;ain, X
Whist he Q - Masked.
Paraphrasing; Theorem 1. 6 )
 if li .111d ), are stable Q -masked faults
and, when colllbillcd, the order with N; ►llich they occur is irrelevant
then the combined fault is also
	 'nius, from a design
point of view, N','llencvcl • two St"IIAW, comn)ut ilIg faults arc to he
Q-111askecl, tll(-'ir Comb i Mat ion must .tlso be Q-Masked. This then
poses a severe design constrIaint and, a.J is Shown later )
 it is
impossible to 0--imish even retlsonttbly snl"111 sets of faults.
Stuck-at Faults
Let us lioNv focus our attention oil
	 problem of desig ning
fault tolcrant cquenti;ll mite p ing nctv, , orhs which, for the purr'osc's
of the follo-win; investit;'Cction, caul he rel^resellteci :Is "slate-^tssit;lleil"
sequc llti"ll 11-lachille s, th .t is,
Definition 1. 1
A sequentirll machine- Al = (I, Q, O, 6, (0) is St;lt c -assig-ned if
= { O, 1} 01) where n is a po sitive integer called the di men s ion
of M.
In other words Al is State-assil'lled of dimension n if its
state set is the ;pct of ctll 11- tctl)le5 of 0'1- wid 1's. Slate-a ssio-nod.
m achincs a re a direct represent.,, ttion of socluential networks.
Dimension corresponds to the 111111-1bor of flip-flops (which we
r14
assume to be delay flip-11ops with output voltage levels V0 and V1)
and a particulsir ii-tuple (bp 1) 2 , ... ,1) 11 ) leis the interpretation;
	
b.
	
1 if the it, ' f l; n-flop output is V1
	
1	 U if the i t " flip-flop output is Vol
i=1, 2 ) ... , n.
4.
Ir
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Example 1. 1
If N is the sequential netvyork
then N is represented by a state assigned machine Al 11,tving tr,111sitioll-
output t"Ible:
x
(y 1) y 2)	 U	 i
00	 00/1	 01/1
TO	 01	 10/0	 0o/0
10	 10/0	 11/0
11	 00/1	 10/1
and transition g raph
1/1
0/1
C-^ ^.U (.)	
-- x/01
1/0
G N
	
0/1	 v O,/U
1./1
^
l U
^	 /o
1./o
I ()
A sequential network: memory fault	 con,Ast s ()f
various flip-flops "stuck-at 0" and ll stuck-fat 1" can be represented
as follows in the correspondin g state-assirrned 111ac;hine. Let
5({ 0, 1}) _ .i co o , U 1 , (ry}
denote the three at,'1l)lc f.zulis of ',i machine with states { 0, 11 Wilcre
c l 	 oro(cl)	 crl(cl)	 crx((])
0 '	 0	 1	 0
1 ^0
tl
Definition 1. 2
If M is a :^tatc-a,^si^ricd Inachinc of dimension 1" ' 1116 Ii i.^ a
`	 fault of N1 the y .c is a stuck— at fault if, for all b b
Ij, can be expressed as
p(l) I , 1)	 ... , 1) ,	(I ^1 (1) )' / ' 2 (1^? ) ' " ' '' I^n(1'^i) )
where ti i c {QO , cr l , crx}, i=1, ?., ... , ^1.	 )f I^.i :- cro t]le it1'
coordin ate is- stuck-at 0 (..s..0) ; if I , i = Q 1 the i th Coordinate
is stuck -at 1	 The degree (1(I1) of Ir is the nc>>>>l)er of
coordinates whicl: are sa0 or Salt i, e.
d(j1)	 - I ; i I l , i c {cro , cr^^^
If NJ is .in n-dimension.il state-.cssi,;ilccl »l.lcliiile, ]et
I
is a :,tuck-at fault of All
17
Then there is obviously a 1--1 correshorulelice between
S  and the s%t S({ 0, 1 f ) (11) of all ii-tuples of stable f aults of at 2-sLate
machine. Thus a stuck-at
 
fault 1i will sometimes be written
I%	 (111)112' .... ,111) where 11i c S(i o, 1 ) ) ,
i=1,2,...,11.
Fro111 the definition it follows immediately th it
Theo em 1. 5
If 1 ,,) E 5 11 , Il = (11. 1 , .. .	 111/ "11 (1 )' = ( )' 1 , )'21 ... I ^^I1) t 11('11
y. 1 1 = 6' 1 . 1l 1 ) )'2 . 11 2, ... ) 7" 1 ' 1J11)
Cordll 't r y 1. 5. l
Every stud:-at fmilt is stlable.
Corollary 1. 5. 2
S 11 is closed under coil pus-ition, t. e. , 1i, y c S11 in11Ajes
)'•11C S11.
llli, tart corollary llvlc'.a since
S({ 0, 11) is closed winder Co mpos ition, viz.
U	 Uo	 U 1	 Ux
Up 	 u  + j	 uO
Ul 
--- - Uo	
Cr1	 Ul.
cry	 CrO	 U 1	 Cry
F,
U' . Q
1( ► 	 ,
A stuck-at fault of dogree k can also 1,; rcgarcled as a projection
of the 11-cube Q :- {0, 1} (11) MAU some (n•-lc) -subcubc of Q• Moreover
the sulicubc (p) uniquely determines 1i. 'I'o he more precise, lc;t
a c 10,  1, x} and let
{ 0 } i f << - 0
B	 I II if a
	
1
	
{ 0, 11 if a	 X.
Then, followint; the cubical notation of 14 1, we let the seque1we
a 1 1 2 . . . ^t ll 	(Ili ( 10, 
 
1, x 1 )
'	 a
denote; the subeub(,- C = 13x 1 13x ? . ,x 13 ". The i t" coordinate of C is
free if a i = x and the dimen 'lon of C is the number of free coordin:ltes.
Theore m 1. G
If I ,  c Sal then
cr,111) if and only if cj / 1 ) _ .: 1 'I	 . . '1n.
1	 1
Coro] lary 1. G. 1.
The funs{ iollr;ivc:^i by ', `	 O (p) is a I-1 corrcspondcncc
between S and the set of tall s ihcubes of the n-cube.
n
Corollary 1
-
.
-
G.  2
p has degree k if .and only if (),('i) has dimension 11-IT,
Corollary 1. G. 3
If M 111as dimcnsioli 11 Own there; :urc^^^^ `l l ' :^tucl:-^tt fau'ts
19
of 117 of d1--gree k( k < n) .
Since stuck-::t faults are uniquoly ► determined by their rallt;c,
we vAll sn n•n-times denote a Snick-•sit fa- l t it ]^Nr the sahcube 'lZ01) , c. t; 'f
I L =  (dlx , G o o (Tx , (T 0
wo would .write
µ = x (fix 1'
In cubical notation, the Composition of two .,tuck at fs:ult
fl =- 4'1 l a 2 . . . a n and y = 1) 1 1) 2 ... 1) 	 the fault. r µ ^ c 1 c 2 ... c n whore
C. is given by the followfil ; (sable:
- ---^ 1-
 O — -x 1
U	 0	 1	 0
x	 U	 1	 1
o.....__1__	 x_i
--	 -- -.-1
Let us now consider the n:itural 	 03'(10H1 b < of stable
faults when restricted to S 11 . By Def. 2,/1. 16, and Theorcins 2%1. 11
and 1. G Nve have
Theorem 1.7
^-2,
	
,
If µ = (µ 1) I L 21 ... , 1111) aml y : (^' 1, 	...	 n) then il^c fullo^;^int;
Statements are equivalent:
i) 11. < Y
ii) I11 < ) , i , i=l, 2, ... , n (here < clenches the partial ordierin
of S(i 0 ) 1.}))
111) 	 I	 ) r-	 A"%-	 I . N14eµ'0 
_ 
V`\//
L. --
	
. . .
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The structure of tllc plrtially ordered Se`• (S11, <) is (letermined
primarily r.,y the si ructure of (S({ 0 , 1 1f) , <) v.-luc;ll has the IIasse
diagram
Cr
x
c 
/\.
U
an(1 is thercfol.• e an u13per se111il^:tice. If we let Uv(J ,
 denote 1. 11. l).
{ U, Cr' in S(^ 0 , 11) , thaL is
Cro	 c j 1	 Cr
	
Cr
U U	 0	
(JX__	 (J __ _l
	
cr l	 crx	 (r 1	 U 
Ull Q'
then
Theorc 111 1.
(; <) is a» u1111er semi]<<iticc where if 11 _ (I[ V 112
11 —
	
Z	 i 	 ()'1, ?'2, . . . , ?'ll)
	
the 11
(^	 1. u. 1^ ;,^, ^,^} ^	 (1^ 1 ^' i' 1 ^ 1^ 1^' ^'2^ ... , 1^ 11v y„) .
^ Rpt •':1l^e
IN
2 l
Corollary 1. 8. 1
if 1.	 U. {µ, yj -. A tllen ^^t(a) is th.:.^nlaIle t cube co ntaining
a,(I])	 610).
Althou n h S({0, 1}) is net a lattice if we let UI^U' & note
6 . 1. 1). {U, U'} whenever it exi sts, that is,
U J	 Uo U 1 Ux
U
 U0 U0
(T 1
— U1 U1
 U1U  U Ux
(T A (T'
t 11 e 11
Theo rem 1. 9
If 1i. = (1' 1 , 1^ 2 , .... ,1, 11) and }^ = (y l , ^' G , ... , i'n then €;. 1. b. { 1^., ^'}
exists if and Only if 11i A yi exists,. i^ 1, 2, ... , n. If G, 1, h.
{µ, y} exists t11en
glb Ili, ti'} = ( v. , n T 1 , 1j. 2 n }'2 , ... , 11.11 n y11)	 ^,. 11
Coro ll"iry 1, 0. 1
. 1. l). {1t, )/} exi;,ts if and only it (;(f!) n	 if
alb {F^., y} := a t11e11 r (X)	 Z6 J) n 6.3(x) ' inci	 r^ + y^ .
f
2 2
r
Theorems 1. G-1. O f then, give a rather complete clescription
of the semil:cttice (Sn, <) of stuck-at faults of ,in n-dinlensim-ml state-
assivned machine. As with tiie more general class of stable faults,
we also wish to investh,ate what happons when stud:-at faults are
combined We hdive already observed that sttick-<<t faults are closed
under composition (Coro. 1. 5. 2). Moreover the conditions on it and y
in order that y can follow 1. (Def. 2/1. 9) are simp]ified considerably.
The same holds for conditions under which 1i. aiid y commute ((-,f.
Theorem 1.:i) . Moreover one can show th-A ), clan follow 1L if and
only if ji Mid y commute. Th(,, se reslilts are summarized in the
follo%;, iri(; theorem.
Theorem 1. 10
If 1 ^, }^ c Sli theil the f.ollo-xil)" st'iteiileiits "ire equivalent .
i) y can follow 11
ii) µ can follow )/
iii) }'.µ < fa.
iv) 1 1• ?' < Y
vi) g. 1. b. { 1i., }-} exists
vii) Lz(1L) n Ct o) _j 0
Thus, with a restriction to stuck-at fault;;, "c 'm follow" is
equivalent to "commutes with" and a neces S Iry and sufficient
.'101
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condition for either is that the ran(es of f riults µ and ^' hive	 n	 ^^on•,ull
intersection. The latter holds, in tur:,, if and only if, for no i, arc the
ith coordinates of ji and y stuck-at opposite wilues.
Fault-Tole rant State-Assigned Machines
Let. lis now coi,sider the application of the above results to the
de sib, 11 of f.cu lt-tolerant seduc;;;t ial netWOrlcs car, N; ► hat i -, the sank for
our purposes, the design of fault-tolerant state-assi g ned Machines.
(The latter represc-, rltatioli suffices since the faults, tinder consideration
are nlcnlory fault;,.) In general, the cic^si gn problom can lie stated as
fellows:
Given some sccluellti.il.-r11:ic:hive-realizable bollavior B
s,)0ci_fieci, sciy, by a reduced 111,Whi11c Al' such that
B N1I = B (ei. Def. 2/1. 3) , do sii; n a state-assigiiccl
Machire I\1 that re:ilizos" M , aticl rel"ttive to sol^le
spceified set of faults, r of Al, 1,, is D -nlasked for .ill
µ c F ([] denotes the sp:'cific typo of f:1111t m.iskilln,
dosirel, c. t;. e-, i-, or R-nluslcill0 .
In this section we will co^lsider il^e probleln.of cicsi.0ni^,l, machines
Which Q-111ask faults (i. e. , R-mask where R = Q) and will restrict our
attention to stuck-at faults. In this c:ts r, %•, e obt. "I n a rather surpri: i.,;^
"Realizes" is defincd in the sense of llartM:inis and Stearns
[ 3 1, p. 28, Def. 1. 15.
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negative result, namely that it is impossible to n-mask even the
set of all stuck-at faults of degree 1. in est.-Jilishing this fact we
note first or all that Theorem 1.9 can lac extended as follows:
Lemma 1. 1
If T = j 11,	 S11 and g. 1. 1). T_ exis ts then
g.Lb.T--- ^-...-),.1j
If we now let S 11 (1; 0) alld S 11 (1;1) denote the set of all stuck- at
0 faults of clebree 1 and the set of all stuck -alt 1 faults of deg ree 1,
i. C.
IS	
1; 0) = { ll cS
	
ci	 a11C1 ^^. i c -[U
	
cry } , i =1, 2, ... , 11}
and
S 11(1;1) _-{/I c S 11 I d (µ) = 1 Callcl /I f { cr l , v^I , i=1, 2., ... , Il k
then
Lemma 1. 2
g. 1. 1). S 11 (1; 0) :_ ((rop trop
 ... , or 0 )
and
g. L l). S 11 (1;1.) = kul, U1) ... , Q1)
In other ^.'ords g• 1. 1r. S 11 (1; 0) has every coordinate stuck-at 0 ;
;• 1. b. S ; ^.;') 11.as cvcry cool , dill.ac. stu .l_ -,at: '.. App),, T in1, these
lemmas an,-.1 some earlier results, N',7e obtai>> iho following; inll^c>> t^iilt
re stllt:
r2
Theorem 1. 11
If M I is a nontrivial reduced imwhine (alt least 2 sUttes) then,
for all n, there does not exist a state-assit;med machine M of
dimension n such th^it IL is Q-masked, for 411 j1 c S110;0)
(alternatively, for all Ii c S 11 (1;1)) .
Proof
Suppose to the contrary, i.e. for some 11, there is a state-
:lssibllecl liiaclline I^1 ihat. i• eali^ es A^' ancl, for all t^ c S 11 (l ; 0)
'1 is Q- ma skc d . Then, by Theor c, nl 2/1. 15,
1) =-C = , for till ^i c '`'11(1;0)  
where = is state-equivalence for M. However, 1)y Lc:llllntl 1. 2,
2) t;. l . 11. Sll(1 ' G) - a - (U	 U cl , ... , crcl)
alld extenciinl; Corollary 1.0. 1, ^;^e h41N,o
3) 11et(. S 11 (1; 0)
that is,	 is the 1. U. 1). (ill the lattice of c(,lUv"110lice relations
on Q) of the. set {^ ill, c S 11 (1; 0) } . Since = is an Upper bound
(ley 1) , Nve have
4) C
But	 = C1 x Q since a (q) = (0, ( ► , ... , 0) , for all o c Q.- (0, 1} (11) ,
and by 1 ) ,
5) = Q x Q
that is, all the states of 1\1 the cquivalent. This contradicts the
fact that M rcalizcs a	 mascliino NP iliercl. ►y pro^i;^b
the theorem.
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Since, in most applications, Nve wo.11d hope. to W. 'lble to Mask
at least the set of all stuck-at faults of do-gree 1, Theorem 1. 11 says
that Q-mashing is too restrictive as a practical fault-tolerance con-
straint. At first glance, this theorem seems to contradict the theory
of von Ncuniann ( 5 1 since by triplicating a network that realizes MI
and then votir,n, it would -ippear that all single stuck-at faults ill the
delay flip-flops could be Q-masked. This is not the case, ho%vever,
since the votin;; scher11e assumes th-,1t the networks ,lre "synchronized"
tlicrel ►y restrietinb the number of states ill the colllposite networl^
that can be a scd as initial states. If we dill this restricted set R,
then it is true that all single stuck--at faults could he R-m,lskcd.
However ) 11 r /_ Q and by Theorem 1. 11 all the;;c faults c:lnnot be
-lllp-4 S 1 ^CCI.
With the Q-masking
 question resolved, we are 11ONv i live stir^atill
fault-tolerant desit;ll procedures relative to less restrictive types of
maskino and in particul'.,r i) Q -mashin g
 where no is a complete
subset of Q (see Theorem 2,/1. 5) m( l ii) q 0- 111 ,lsking (see Theorem
2,/1.9).
r
i- -. 1 ---
2. FAULT MASKING IN CnluI311NA TIONAL NLT\VORKS
This section describes an algoritlim for computing the >>umlwr
of sin crle-faults that are unasked at each node in a combinational
network. The cal; bility for gener.cting L list of all such »tasked
faults is iflicreat in the algorithm, Reference Mimild 1)% matte to
Theorem 2/2, 12 and 'ISSOCiatUd dc'iiliitioils, for the underlying
theory.
The alo;orithm proceeds nude by node throu gh the network. At
the (101 stab ) the networl: is put in a gener.cl form such that node q
in the network being amilyred appears as nodc, 2 in t1w gencral form.
Figure 2. 1 below is essentially Figure 2/2. 2 with subscripts to
indicate that the algorlihm is being applied to node (I.
b	 1)	 h
X	 1 q	 V q	 Zq	 X,,,	 c! Y
Figure 2. 1
A General Form fur Node q
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In order to reduce the number of computations required to
analyze node cl, a set of truth tulles is, -;eneratect in a prelimimlry
step that contains all information necdod to produce the qth general
form. For each node cl the al o-oritlim call:; on the FAULT subroutine
1
that Calculates the c `► (1 con;;tants required by TI
FAULT subroutine also c alcul^tes li 2 (N'c1c1)
cl
These equivalence classes essenti.illy describ:
ieorem 2/2. 12. Thn
] for every vcl E V(l.
the sin lc faults at
node q which are Masked.
To illustrate the alc;orithin, the combination-al network shown
in Fi,rune 2. 2 will l)c; consiftred.
1' 1
L 1
l^
\	
1 
i "l
2	 L	 5
20^ \ `f ?	 1	 r	 L ^i
L 4	>^ l L7
3	 L3 ^'
	 1)	 Lt,
x 3
	
	^^	 h1 = b
5
 - ANh
::b
;^ 3 - L
	
t'	 h? = NOR
x 4 O	 3	 1)3 = x01
1) 4 = NOT
b6 == b7 :
­
- OR
Fi1)-urc 2.2
f
(	 Net for T^x^ii,^; lc^ l
r..,... .
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General Sin i;le-Fmilt Analysis Algorithtn
l .	 Compile a table, called 'fable 1, that displays all mappings
of the form X lq , 1 < q < k. T q is the output apace of node ^.
Figure 2. 3 contains the table for the excample.
11,	 Identify a family of cutsets of t1w coml ► inztional network digr;tpli
th :t covers the lilie set of the digraph. This family will cont'iin
a number of sets equal to the length of the longest directed
path in the digraph. A collection of cutsets for the example
excludin" X appears as the input coordin<<te sets in the t^lbles
of Figure 2.4.
III.	 For cacti cutset obtained ill step 11, except ti c: input space and
output splice, compile a truth t,tl)le that displays the mappim,tv
from the cartevian product of the	 sets on the lilies of
the cutset into ilfe output space. 'I'lic set of tal)les fur ilia
example appears in Figtire 2. 4.
TV.	 Let q = 1.
Select a table for node (I f rom  those compiled in step TI1 that
describes z function v-, hose domain coordinates include the
output lines of node: (I. '1'hcn W c1 = the output space of i,ode (i;
Vc1 =. the input space of node q; 1)^ c1 -= the oth eoordinaite of the
J
0-f"1111t. of the combimition,11 nctt^or);; 1) 	 is the 111appill", from
X into N' w11i.c11 is contained ill 'Fable 1 .cI
^^.
r30
] X 2 x3 '}'^1 L	 L	 ]^1	 2	 3 L4 .5 L .0 L?
0 0 0 0 0	 1	 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 1 0	 1	 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0	 1	 1 0 U 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 0 0 0	 U	 U 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0	 0	 1 0 0 1 1,
0 1 1 0 0	 0	 1 ( ► 0 1 1
U 1 1 1 ( ► 	 O	 ( ► 1 ( ► 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
	 0 1 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0	 0	 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 0	 0	 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 0	 U	 0 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 1	 0	 0 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1 1	 0	 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1	 0	 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 1	 0	 u 1 0 1 1
Figu re 2.3
^. Table 1 for rXalll p lc 1
L1. L2 L4
0 0 U
U 0 0
0 U 1.
0 0 1
0 1 0
O 1' 0
0 1^ 1
0 1 1
1 0 0
1 0 U
1 0 1
1^ 0 1
1 1: 0
1' 1: 0
1 1: 1
1: 1: 1
'rab] c 5
L'7	 L7
0(	 0
1^	 1
	
^	 n
	
1	
1.
	
U	 0
	
1	
1.
	
0	 0
1	 1
U	 1
1'	 1
0	 ]
1	 1
0	 1
1	 1
U	 1
1:	 1"
( ► 	 1
1	 1'
^ ► 	 7
I^1 L, 5 I.G	 ^ L7
0, 0 0 0
U U 1 1
0'. 1 : 0 1
0 1: 1 1
1 0 0
0 1 l
^ 1. C► 1
Table 4
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X I L. 1 L2 	 L3 ` 1'7
0 0 0	 U	 G
0 0 0	 1	 1.
0 0 1	 U	 1
0 0 1	 1	 1
0 1 0	 U	 1
0 1 0	 1	 ]
0 1 1	 U	 ]
0 1 l	 1	 1
1 0 0	 U	 1
] 0 0	 1	 1
1 0 1	 0	 1
] 0 1	 1	 1
1 1 ()	 (^	 1
I 1 U	 1	 1
1 1 I	 0	 1
1 1 1	 1.	 1
Table 2
	 1-cable  3
1 , i0;:1rc 2.4
I 	 ,
	 C;u1.- ;gel 'I'^^bles fo: Example 1
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t-. q is never actually computed explicitly. Instead, the table
of stet: I in conjunction with the tabie se llected in step IV, contains a
dec )mposition of li that is ideally suited for the required computations.
Let A be the domain of the function of the table selected above.
q
Let t,' = A - NV	 Then A _ w x A. If A' is not empty, Table 1
q	 q	 q	 q	 n	 cl	 cl
contains the mapping M fro g» X - A' , required by the FAULT
subrouti ne If A' is empty, set 17 1c1 = NULL. The table for node cl
is the napping 1tI 2c1 front A	 Y' required I:):,- tho FAULT subroutine.
N'I.	 Call tho FALL r subroutine with parameters (1) 1(19 1) 2q , itl lg , AT2cl
VII. Compute the number of single friults niaslirvd at node q using
Tneorem 2,/2.12 and the constant table returned by the FAULT
subroutine. Future 2. 5 conte ins a sun-imary for the example.
VIII. Compile a list of f. ults using the „lass table returned by the
FAULT sul: o-.itine.
IX. If q < 1:, sct q -- q+ 1 and go to stop V. Othemvise, STOP.
FAULT Subroutine
This repine compute^ a table of countin g constants sufficient
to compute tl.e nu mb r of si:i^;lc-f.:ults 	 d in node, 2 of a general
for m netv.ork. It also provides a list of equivalence classes sufficient
to compil-- a list of all such masked faults. The subroutine requires
four parameters: (1)1)b 2 t M 1' AI2) vAiere 1) 1 is the X -- Xr mapping of
the (-eneral ford., and b 2 is tho node 2 immpinr V VJ. For some
outset of liar c; A = A' x W that includes the output lines of general
I
. ^-^,....^^..•'.....a .,yam...._ - ^'
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Node 4! Sini;lc F-Itults I11aFIkec1 r mashed
1 	 7
3
.^ 2	 .^ ---- ---3 14	 ___ ._3_
--	 —	 Cl5	 3	 2
7
1 k.1- Figure 2.5
Analysis of F ,,, It A1as)-,inn for Network cif Figilre 2. 2
It m ,t,Skc"Id
* 
oo single faults masked=	 1 `,1
1w I	 --1
mom
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forrr, node 2, M is the network ivappin X --- A' and M is the mapping
A -► Y.	 Notice that thi:, outset could lie XxW ill 	 case IvT 2 is
Just h and N 1 is the identity map.
	
Iiowevcr, any cutset will suffice
and an overall shorter algorithm is possible  by generalising FAULT
to allow any cutset that includes W.
I. Compute the equivalence relation incluccd on x by 1) 1 . If
AT  = NULL, compute the equivalence relation, 131\1 , induced
2
on A by the mappin g 1\1 2 . Let Nr 7- (v l
Set i-1.
II. If vi V1 1)1, enter W ill the CLASS table N^ , ith tat; v i , enter l ^'J l
in the CONSTANT table with tag v i , and t;o to STEP XI.
If N' i c 	 l^l and At 1 -= NULL, enter 11 1\1 1 b f (v i )  in the CLASS2
gable \'J.th taz; v. enter ^R^7^^b2(vi) 11 ill the CONSTANT table
with tarr v. , ;;nd ho to step XI.
T1 
vieJ^1), and 1\. 1 / NULL, go to STEP III.
III. Let j =1
Set RELATION -= the relation oil W ill 	 every element
is ill 	 single cquiv;llence class.
Let x ij = the jth elen-lent in the ith equivalence class of the
relation induced on X by 1.)1.
01, Lc, i,I N 1 (x ij ) --. "i'ij.
V. If .1'ij is ill the 11--t"1100 1 go to step V1 H.
VI. Call the h --Subroutine with 1)"lr<<nleters (.i' i1 , TO 2) to compute
Ole ecici i v.1lenee ch .;ses of It
	 (P	 j"; the relit ion induced
x.	 x
Oil W by the I11^t1 prop; hx.. • )
1,1
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VII. Appc-nd the returned relation (ill 	 form) to the
Ii-table with t.i(, a'
i
..	 f
VIII. RL I,ATION - RE LA'DON n (Ii-table entry having tag a' i j ) .
If RLLATIOII = EQUALITY, go to step X, otherwise proceed
with step IY.
IX. If all eler ► ients in the All equivalence class have been processed,
6o to step X, otherwise set j = j+1 and go to step W.
X. RELATIOI T` contains the equivalence classes of ilie relation
induced on W by the inappi;2o. 11 . Liter R `^ [ 1) 2 (v i) j in ills class table
and I R`, 1) (NY i) J in the const;mt tab],-,  (( , Jell with ta(r v i ) .i
Xi.	 Il all equivalcnce classes of the relation of Step 1 have been
examined, go to Step ?III; othenvisc, set i = i+1 and €;o to
Stepp lI .
XII. Return to n.ain routine with the class and constant. tables.
Example Computations for the FAULT Subroutine
For the example, we will consider the case where q == 5. Then,
the output lines of node 5 (L^_
J ) 
appears as one of the domain coor-
dinate s of Table 4.
NV = L5	 J
v 5 L L L4
A 5 = L I L 5 L6
^ L 1 LG
X	 L 2 x L4 contained in 'J%thle 1.
mpg-
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Step I,
l t, XI
i
Siep III
Step IX
Step IV
..
Slep JV
M 1(x i . c L 1 LO
Step N7 lI
h-'1 able
"Rep VIII Ste 1) ?r
CONSTANTi RELATION CLASS
TAG
0101 01 01	 0) 1
2 O I i O 01 0, 1
3 1001 O.L 0, 1
4 1010 01 U, 1
5 1101 11 11	 0,1 Cl,t
G 1110 11 U,1 0,1 2
1 i	 0,
0100 00 00	 0:1 U 1
1 0, 1
0001 Ol. 0, 1
0 010 01 M. 0 , 1 2
0000 00 1
Figure  2. G
* Terminate computation Of RELATION bccausc RELATION is EQUALITY.
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1)2J : L? 
x L4	 L 5
M 1 X -- L 1 LO contained in Table 1.
	
M 2 : 1, 1 L 5 LG 	L 7 contained in Table 4.
The parameters passed to the FAULT subroutine are (1) 15 , 1)251 All,
M 2 ) .
Thc ,
 results of step I are:
bi l (00) = 1 0101, 0110, 1001, 1010 ,1101, 1 t 101
b-15 (O1) := { 0100, 0111, 1000, 1011, 1100, 1-11- 11
b-15  (10) = { 0001, 00101
b 1 (11) = -( 0000, 00111
	
V - j v j1 x'21 NY 3) V 44	 100, G1, 10, 111
The re 111 ain int; steps in the FAULT subroutine are su11 mari.,cd in Figure
2. G. Scan the table in normal readin g fashion. Entries indicate processing
steps, blLanhs indicate no processing;.
h- S llbr011t i Ile
The h-subroutine, for p:1r"1111ctcrs ( ,I' ij , 117 2 ) , will Compute ill(,'
equivalence relation (in partitio n fo rm) induced on ;31)ac:e W by the
nlappin; 11), v.,here ij	 M (l ij ) ' The h-table contains equiNrcllence
ij
relations of I;x for values of x that are of interest. Since two equivalence
relations 011 \N7 ) Rx and R^	 will be identical if AlI(x1) _1111(x2)1	 2
we need ll:lve onl y one entry in the h-table for each element in the
38
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t
rangy e of M	 Thus, the h-;,ubrutitine will b called Only 
^;^14i I times.1
Isere ,i' ij c A' mid NT  m; g ps A --Y, where A = A' x W is a cutSet of
lipes.
I.	 Set r= 1.
Set W - (w 1) \1.7 2 , ... )
Ii.	 compute R112(a'ij) ^.,I, - Y 
III. If there is a list witli identifier . • 1, , go to :'tcp It'; otherwise
create a list Nvith identifier y 
	
'Flits list will eventually
cont:?in all the elements of h^ I ( y l, ) .
IV. Inter Nv on the list with taz; yl•.
V. If r = IW 1, go to Step VI; otherwise set r == r + 1 and go to
Step II .
V] .	 Assemble the equivalence c:'^ls^^es of the relation ir)duced on
W by h^ v"here a'i -- ]17 1 (x ij ) . ) ac equivalence class
1^
consists of the elements oil
	
of the lists gener-,it.ed by
Stcp M. 'Phis relation is returned to the callin g ;subroutine.
Suillp le I Xecution Of h- ;ubroutinc
For cxampl; , the li-subroutiIle C%xccution that Produced the
h-table entry for lisle 2 in Figure: 2.G is presented in Fj oui,e- 2.7.
The entry ma.rameters ai7c:
r_
rr
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gul l ` 01
Al t - Tablu 4
it «? 2) = ko,1)
Create 1,ist 1 Nvith tag 1 and enter wl = 0 as the
first element in the list.
** Append v-,2 :7 to list 1
Figure 2. 7
Sample 11-subroutllle Calculation
C omplexity of Ca lculations
This algorithm requires on the order of Ix I + Iv I Iv. I 2 cunlpu-
tations for each node analyzed. Ali exhaustive search would require
()It
	 order of Ix I Iv I iW I Iv I computations for each node. The
savin g is large for nodes Nvith hi o-h dimensions.
The numi)er of preliminary steps is on the order of	 f Ix I	 -+-
fOollzith) 1j- (lc+lt;th) where C^ is the largest 1111 111	 ler	 of cloment,; ill
a cut-set space, and len gth refers to the lem,41i of a lon gost directed
path in the nct\vork. Art
	
search .A ovithlrl would .11so
^•(^;,t^irr, ^i^^ • 1^ t)j • ^ , ^inlillaly c!;^^,^,
3. I'AULT DIAGNOSIS Or SEQUENTIAL 10ACIIINES AND NL'I'V%10RKS
to luerl1 i'l l Machines
In the last quarterly progress report, we made a classification
of sequential machines according to ^ •ariotl;, degrees of dia^nosabiliLy
and llomability. In particular, the property of definite diagiiosability
(D. D. ) Jas introduced aiA explored. Theorem 2/3. G, which charac-
terizes the D, D. property, st.ites that a machine is D. D. if and only
if it is both convergence free and definitely homnblc^ From a practical
Point of viCN'." we 11.we louncl it lilore colivellicnt to Characterize a
machine by its submachines. A theorem N','hich accomplishes precisely
this goal for the D. D, property is introdueecl N ,,aith the 1101) of the
follov'iny lem)-im.
Len-lma 3. 1
Let M be a seclu c .ni j .0 mac hinc. Tf every sing le - inpuL 'subIII adli11C
of Al is reduced, then h"i is cO 11ve1. gence free (C. F. ).
The converse is not necessarily true, for a single-input. sub-
machine can fAl to be reduced because it does not have any homing
sequence.
Theorem 3. 1
A scqucnti,;l m^ci1inc I`,'I is definitely diagno&;<, c if, and only if
(i) ,,. is definitely homable (1). Ti. j
(2) Every sin gle-input submachine is reduced.
This theorem can Inc viewed as a stronger 2nd iaorc practical
version of Theorem 2/3. G. It is stron-cr bccausc condition (2) is
40 1-
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stronger tlian the convergence free property as pointed out by Lemma
3. 1 and the remark follm., fiig it. Interestingly, (2) and 1). 1 71. is eq;li: a-
lent to C. F. and D. I1.
An important class of sequential ni.ichines is the so- gilled linear
machines 121.
Def inition
A li near seguciihal machi ne is defined by the equations)
q(t -i 1) = A cl(1) -1 13 i (t.)
O(t) : C q(t) + D i(t)
«v hc:re d(t) , i(t) and O(t) arc, respectively, ±lic suite, input
and output hectors of the machine at time t, and A, 13, C,
,md 1) ,ire matrices over a f iiiite field.
In words, a scouential machine is said to be linear if its nett
state vector and output vector can be represented as linear combinations
of the present state and present input vectors. The foll .owinn- theorem
says that the class of reduced 1iIICa1' 1 ilChilleS is a subclass of all
1). 1). Inachirles.
Theorem 3. 2
Every reduced linear sequential machiiie is definitely diapmosable
and the maximal order of dia l
 iiosability is n, where n = ICl1.
In other words, in a reduced linear maeliine, every input sequence
of lem-th n car greater is a distin( uishiiw- sequence. Thus in the case of31
liiiear machines Nve have a reduced upper bound on the Ienbth of di.')-
CA.4,ilAuJA116 SC(Itleiices.
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We have observed ill mangy ► instances i lout the single-input sub-
machines of :i sequential machine possess many important properties
of the	 niachine. For exanipP, a inachbic is diaguicsable
'with a repeall ed symbol distin guishing sequence if one of its sinole-
Input submachincs is reduced. Ill dope11dent study of this class of
machines is therefore ju;Affled for talc purpose of diagnosis. Ill fact,
this class of machine has been widely Studied in the context of machine
decomposition and sequence generation.
pefiniti Oil
A sequential niachine M = (1 1 0 1 Q, b, w) is said to be a sequence
	
generator if I I I = '.A sequence generator is iin,i^•y if ^ ^ 4*'),	 == 1)•
.A sequence pnerntor is also commonly called ail nutonoillouu
machine.
If x c I t is a di;-- till t;uisll ill t; seque •, ,e of a reduced n - stato,
p-output sequential machine M,
This is eviciont bN considering
p in < n. Since 10( 13q(x))	 lg(x)
then the length of x is at least ( lot; l)II].
u.y x c 1 + with length n: < r'ot; ill, theil1
m for .illy o c Q,{0, IV(''! ^ (Iq( x ) :- 01.(x1,
Vq, r E Qj I < 1)11 < il. Thus ^] c1, r c Q such that 0(j(x) - 0 11 (x) but
q ^- r and x cOnnot be a ;). S. of TO. Therefore, the ::.iiiimum length
of a D. S. in a n -state, p --output machine i s [ lop; 1, ii] .
nofii,ititm
A machine is k-diagn osab le if it has a D. S. and
n^in,ct;(^;) Ix is ;^ D. S. } - IZ
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Dqf i iI it io^cl
A h-diahnosablc machine is said to be wini mall 	 ial;nosable
if
k(101;hnI
Where
>>	 1(^ I
p	 I (),L (w) I .
Definition
Two states cl, r c Q in a sequential niachine are 1;-egtii^ alent
if N x c I^ 3 f 1;(x)	 k, then 0 (x) - rs , (x) . The partition on
_	 tl	 t
Q induced by h-equivalence (denoted ;; 1{) is Called the
k- equivalence partition.
The next lemma relates the len(tli of tli, shortest 1). S. in a
sequence generator to the equivalence l).u•tition.
Lei tma 3. 2
If M is a reduced sequence. generator, then ►
 Id is k-cliat nosable
iff k is the least ioteger such th.tt
 w I: _ 7T k-IT
With this 1C111111Z t:^c followinb characterization of ;t mini»>a.Ily
diagnosable sequence generator is obtained witural.ly.
Th eor em 3. 3
Let M ij(2a	 sequence gencr;jtoi•
 \\'ith )i states,
where 11 - 1111 .It)d 1) .- 11' (w) I . Then Al is »>;morally
I	 -	 ^
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dingr.osuble <=>  k ._ 1' I '17 ki 1 V k < In.
For the cwx where n is not a poNver of 1), Nve have the following
	 4
theorem.
Theorem 3j
:.,et M be a reduced p-n.try sequence generator with n states
and B 	 be the Lirgest k-equivalence class.	 Then Al is mini-
mally dial nosablc -^>	 13 1, I < pm 1c `r k < III N-Aiere in :- [log 1)
Combinationa'. Networl.s
Althou gh path sensitizing ^ 11 has been Nvidely used to diag-
nose combinational networks, little has bees ► clone to formalize it. Chu!•
immediate goal here is to derive a formal dei in itfor, for a path aild
node in a network graph to be sensitized So that "sensitizing" c.ap.ibilities
and limit.ttions may b^ better understood.
A combinat ional netivork refers to a physical realization of some
Boolean function; for the purpose of this discussion, it is .ili niter- 	 •
connection of gate-type primitive logic elements. A network graph
demotes a directed graph representation of the netv. 7 ork, The con-
strLICtioil of a network graph for a combimiticnal network is according.
to the followin g rule::
(a) each gate, ea(-Ii ;)rinmr^^ ir.-,. - , ' line, a nd p_• im.:ry output
line corresponds to a Mode.
(b) A dummy node is imserted at each fan out point..
i
0-- 
gat C,
r
4J
(a). A Combinational Nehvoi •k N
J-+	 172
/	 IU
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a --- --- -----
I
(b). The Network Graph of (a)
Fig. 3.1 1- tehrese»tntiow; ll a Combi ii:ttio n t) Network
r4G
The nodes in the network-	 i re divided into levels. Level 1
consists of all primary input nodes. Level k consists of all nodes
which ar^ fed from nodes of level loti•• -• r Own k. Lab.-1 all auks
so that 110de i is feel from nodes of labellill" smaller then i.
Figure 3. 1 . hows a combinatimi:il network (mid it.s net%vorh graph.
Definition
A path P in a combinational network is a sequence of bodes,
i 1 , i2, ... , i l ^ suc:h tli,it i j i 1 is fed from i j and h corresponds
to the network output.
Because of our integer labc;linb, i t < i
2
 <, , , < i l . 'Tlie length of the
pith i.(' p-1.
Let f i d: mote the To0leail i unet icf: 1 realized at node: i and g b;
the node function of node i. The set of all network i.npuis is (;doted
a s NTI .
Def ini t ion
A path P = i l l i 2 , ... , 1  in a combinational network : s a
sensitize d path if _^ x c NI ) w1Iei -.e1,e1' the ()utf,at cif node i.
cliant;c^^ from f i
 (^) to f i (a) for 5U111C j, ^;^Ilere 1 < j < p,
	
.l	 ,l
then all sub;;ccluCnt ilod('S in thc' l),ltli, i. c.i
k v 1{ > j
will change their output frow f i N, L' f- (X)
-	 1:
Def iilit i on
.. nc,dc i in R c01111)!n;:i anal network t;r^ihli i;^ a sensiiiv,cc'.
	
i.f -1 -- c 'NTT	 1i-1101%,ur iW 0;,'1?::±
	 fro.:'.
-a	
_ .
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A
{	 fi(X) to f i(x), the output of the nctN 1. , ork N;F ill eli.lnt;c from
f(1) to f(x) There f is tl .c Boolean fur)c:tion rc<<lizcd by the
net-.. c ..k.
A path P = i 1 , i^, ..., i l^ is I -sensitize d if f i (x)	 1, and P is
1
sensitized. "0-scnsitizing" is siniil.trly defined for .i path. If a
path can be both 1-sensitized and 0-sensitized, then .ill single ;^tuck-
at f.lul.ts alon,r the path can be detected.
Node i. is 1- sems iti zed if it is sensitized and f i (x) -- 1. Similarly,
"0-sensitizirl t;" Call be defined for a node. Thus a stuck-at 0 fault at
the output of a nude Nvill be detected if that node can be 1-sensitized.
If a pAll is sensitized, then every iiode ill the 1)"411 Nvill also be
sensitized. The coliverse jS not licec s"lrily true, i, e. if anode is
sciisit.ived by some x c NJ there may not be anyz p-th sensitized
passim tlirolln-ll tllis node. IIoNvever, if a node Call be both 1- sensitized
and 0 -sensitized, there is a sensitized I Ali passim through this node
as stated i.li the following, theorem.
Theor em 3. r
IS a node ill a co iii Wiiational network graph can b: both
0-sensitized and 1-sensitized, then there exists a scnsi-
ii^^^C patll frorli the node outptlt to L11e pi ;ni.lry outlnil.
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